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cheney, washington 99004

Fifth St. Arterial
Final plans are under consideration by the Cheney City
Council for the proposed construction of a cross-town
arterial and the widening of Fifth Street.
The proposal which has been under fire some time is,
according to Councilman Tom Scott, an "overall plan
for the city and campus."

The construction would necessitate the removal of
several trees along Fifth Street and would call for a
cross-town arterial route running past Cheney High
School, Betz Elementary School, Fisher Junior High and
parts of the city and campus.
The prosal, if accepted by the council following the
preliminary e ngineering survey, has drawn the most fire
from environmentalists in an unofficial "Save The
Trees" campaign.
The proposed project to widen Fifth Street to 40-feet
passed by a vote of 6-1 at the February City Council
meeting.
One of the strongest arguements, besides the saving of
the trees, used by the environmentalists is the ~uestion
of need for expansion.

"I have been opposed to the arterial," said Dr. Frank
Nicol, chairman of Eastern's Environmental Stu~ies
Program. "Nobody has really convinced me or proved
that we need the arterial running right by our schools
and parks."
Councilman Tom Scott sees the project in another
light.
"I don't think the environmental question is even an
issue," he said. "In fact, over 80% of the residents
directly involved in the area under consideration want
the trees cut down and removed."
"A 36-foot widening would save about half the trees,"
reported Ray
Hamel, adivsor to the campus
Environmental Gab Group (EGG). "The Washington
State Urban Arterial Board (WSUAB) said it would
accept that proposal but the city council rejected it in
favor of the 40-foot widening".
" .. .if we went with the 36-foot widening project I
think it would restrict parking at Kingston Hall," Scott
said.
In a report to the Cheney City Council, Hamel pointed
out that 40% or 22 large trees would be removed if the
construction is begun as proposed.
"I think if only one tree is destroyed there will be a
great injustice done," Nicol said. According to Hamel's
report many trees could be damaged by construction.
In a survey of 1136 households in February 1971, over
75% of the residents said that where future construction
planning will permit, they would like green areas
between the campus and the adjacent residential area.

Rerouting of traffic seems to be a strong point with
the non-environmentalists. According to the 1971
survey, 61 % said the city should route heavy truck
traffic through non-residential areas. The proposed
construction runs through a residential district.
One interested party suggested that the city council
may be soliciting federal funds for the project and
catering to the Federal governme:it.

GOING, GOING ... - The fate of the trees that line 5th St. is becoming more and more sealed. The Cheney City
Council recently voted to go ahead with plans to cut down the trees and begin work on a cross-town arterial, despite
protests from many residents
"The Federal government doesn't even have anything
Hamel indicated in an interview that some citizens of
to do with it," said Scott. "We are dealing with the Cheney and the interested environmentalists may
Washington State Urban Arterial Board. Any rumor attempt to halt construction, tentatively scheduled for
about the Federal gov~rnment providing money is early June if the proposals are passed.
simply not true."
"Some citizens would like to see the t rees saved and
The WSUAB had authorized $108,000., representing construction stopped," he said. "I think some of those
90% of the cost.
citizens may use legal avenues. I really don't know what
"The report of the preliminary engineering survey legal grounds they would have."
should be ready before the next board meeting," said
Unofficially, the "Save The Trees" campaign has
Council-elect William Wynd . "The board can accept it or begun. Officially, it hasn't gotten anywhere. Hopefully,
reject it and if it is accepted it will be sent on to the if enough people take a strong stand, the trees will stand
State Urban Arterial Board."
strong.
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editorial

Showtime ...

Now is the time for posters too numerous to catch
attention and too cluttered to deserve it .
... for speeches that promise to treat ills that exist with
means that don't for people who feel fine .
... for expenditures of money by people that don't have it
to impress people who would like it, on things that help no
one.
Yes, now is the time for the annual "Let's Make A Deal"
of the campus set:
"I wili' give you what I think you want if you will pay me
$2500 a year."

Student government has often been criticized as
ineffective. unimportant and even unnecessary.
But platitudinous as it may sound this is not necessarily
so, at least it need not be so. Possibilities for
accomplishment of goals exist. But much depends on how
and by whom the goals are decided and who is chosen to
implement them.
This then is why the foppery of student government
elections becomes evident. Instead of cluttering the
campus with signs that exalt their own virtues and
speeches that proclaim their own views candidates should
be seeking to e~tablish dialogues to dete~ine the desir~s
of the students. If the candidates don t attempt this,
And now presenting the big band sound we have the A.S. Candidates tooting their horns"
students should demand it. It is student money that pays
executive salaries, it is student money that executive - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " " ' " 1
student_officers are tempted to play their " games" with.
11

But then perhaps the candidates in student elections do
know the desire of their constituency: to have anybody
but anybody take an interes~ in things (any kind of
interest) just as long as they, the students, can go their·
"merry" way.
Perhaps students don't really give a big one and the
candidates might as well enjoy their annual exercise in
waste and futility.

(I"
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Annual Applauded
Dear Editor,
l don ·t believe the A.S. '
Legislature is representing me or
the students of EWSC, by
turning down needed funds for a
Kinnikinick in spring quarter.
Last quarter's book could be
improved; this is true. However,
pictures for the most part
'l ooked great, writing was fair
and the book was over-all good.
As far as what Gary Zodrow
feels, in that it . should be
something like Innisfree, I
disagree · on the grounds that
pictures say a thousand words
and a thousand interpretations. I
think they are needed.
I would like to urge the A.S.
Legislature to reconsider this
request for money and even go
to the extent of having the
sc h o ol vote on it. The
Kinnikinick is worth restoring.
Sincerely yours,
Jay Johnson

Revolution Defended
Dear Mr. Prater,
When
are you ''young
hustlers" going to learn that no
intelligent woman over the age
of fourteen is going to put up
with being treated like a piece of
meat at market?
It's a fact that those powdered
and wigged apparitions we males
have been led to believe exist
solely for our sexual and
physical gratification are
intelligent, aware human beings_
who, if they have an ounce of
self-respect, will be insulted
rather than flattered, by being
"hustled." They are not Barbie
dolls.
It has been my observation
that, while a young man runs
around penis erectile in search of
a willing vagina, most women

~

would yrefer a modicum of
emotional feedback and at least
the tacit-consent that they are as
alive as the man, from their
sexual encounters.
A man who is willing to offer
more than a little sweaty rutting
to a woman receives far more
gratification on almost every
level than those who treat them
like warm meat.
Most women are interested in a
relationship. And by this I do
not necessarily mean marriage.
Many women on this campus I
am sure would welcome the
chance to live with a relatively
emotionally mature man and
engage in both sexual and
emotional experimentation.
But, Mr. Prater, ask yourself
why a woman who has any sense
of self-worth should submit
herself to
your se xual
a dmi nist rati o n s, · how ever
accomplished, when all you
want from her is somethi.11-g you could buy from one whose living
it is to sell it?
Ask yourself, Mr. Prater:
See that real hot " looker" you
just watched wiggle by; the one
you nudged your friend so he'd
notice, too, and then made some
crude remark about. Are you
willing to get to know that
person? to listen to her talk for
two hours about her messed-up
brother whom you've never even
met, and take an interest
because the brother is important
to her, and therefore to you? Or
is all you want from her is an
en try_Qermit?
_
Conversely, are you willing to
let her know something about
you? Not just your class
schedule, but how you looked in
your high school basketball
uniform and that you really fall
far short of the image you
present to your friends?
If you 're not w.illing to expose

-

~

-

any of yourself except your
privates, man, you don't want a
relationship, you just want to
get laid.
You say there is no sexual
revolution.
I say there is, but, with your
attitude, you are not part of it.
Sexually, you are about as
counter-revolutionary as you can
t
ge.

.

.

the day of the vote were those
of Senator Durkan and myself.
Senator Durkan, in fact, did
more than cast a vote. He
worked · actively on the
legislation and when ·the measure
appeared doomed to defeat he
strived to put together a
compromise.
I do not like votes labeled as
"liberal" or "convetvative"
because I do not think those'
You are the Establishment.
labels help to analyze .whether or
Larry Adams
not a bill is a good bill. I have
Former editor,
disagreed with Sena tor Durkan
The Easterner and
on
many issues, and agreed with
almost-alumnus
him strongly on a good many
more. The point I think should
be remembered is that Senator
Gentlemen:
Durkan, on several occasions,
Last Wednesday the Council of voted the unpopular way, a way
Stude n t
Body Presidents, that will cost him more votes in
including EWSC president John a gubernatorial campaign than
Allen, released a statement to will gain him. I believe he voted
the press calling for the the way he did becau se he
re-election of Governor Evans. believed it was right.
The· statement- want further -by- - sincerely'
c r i t i c i zi n g
the
l ead ing
Pete Francis,
De m ocrati c gub ernatorial
Washington State Senator.
candidate, Martin Durkan, for
his stand on the In dian
retrocession bill during the 1971 Dear Editor,
legislative session.
A recent statement issued by
In th eir statement the Council the Council of Student Body
of Student Body Presidents Presidents, endorsed by John
stated,
"Sena tor
Durkan Allen of Eastern Washington
promised his full support for the State College, made serious
Indian-requested retrocession allegations questioning the
bill, legislation which would response of Senator Martin
have given the Indians the Durkan to the needs of minority
option of takiri.g charge of law people of this state. In the eyes
and justice on the reservations. of the United Farm Workers,
On the day of the vote, Mr. there has been no elected official
.Durkan- was--ealled-and -asked to in -thisstate more cou-rageous on
break a close vote. Yet, the the issue of pove·r ty than
Senator never appeared and the Senator Martin Durkan. Said
bill died in committee."
Cesar Chavez, director of the
The statemeept is simply not united farm workers, of Senator
true. Durkan did show up and Durkan, "So often our people
the vote was not close. The only get caught in the vice of politics,
vote for any kind of retrocession and it is very refreshing to know
among those members of the that some people like yourself,
Judiciary Committee present on can step outside of their

Decision Relected

... One More Time

personal interests and see the
situation for · what it really is.
Please know that- we could not
have won without you."
Cesar Chavez was referring to
the legislative battle in May of
19 71 when SB 3 71 , sponsored
by the powerful Labor Lobby
and backed by a lobby appeared
on the · Senate floor.
The most impressive thing.
about Martin Durkan 's work
with the farm workers of this
state, is ·that he, above any
legislator or elected official has
spent time with the organizers of
the United Farm Workers in
Seattle, with workers in the
Yakima Valley , and even with
people
who have opposed
worker's right to organize a
union. He has listened well to
the needs of workers, and has
sou ght to investigate progra ms
and legislative reforms which
wo uld aid the~e_ work_ers. _
Specific al Iy,
he
initiated
legislation i n the last special
session
to
make
it
a
misdemeanqr to hire illegal
aliens.
As the statewide director of
the
United
Farm WorJ<ers
Boycott Committee, I speak
from much e?(perience in dealing
wi th politicians in this state. I
would hope that the students in
Washington would take note of
the way in whi ch Martin, Durkan
has
stood
behind
the
disenfranchised citizens · of this
state. I believe, also, that college
students in Washington should
question as to why their stu dent
bod y presidents are even
endorsing political candidates,
and make sure that their elected
officers truly re present their
views if they are to make such
comments.
Sincerely,
Sara Welch
Boycott Coordinator
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Gov. Candidate, McDermott, lauds Tax Reforin
By Bil1 C~rter

"[ think that one of the biggest probJems is that talk is
so damn cheap! People say things but nothing happens,"
said representative James McDermott, an announced
candidate for governor, who appeared at Eastern
Wednesday.
McDermott was referring to the problems in the state
regarding economics, tax reform and "Establishment"
politicians in general.
T}J.e 3 5 ye~ old medical doctor and child psychiatrist
who became the first Democrat ever to be elected to the
Legislature from Seattle's 43rd district in 1970 in a race
thought of by many as the "impossible dream" is on a
"meet-the~people-cam,paign" in his race for governor,
'because he believes "in people-not in systems."
He : taught at the Uni\'ersity of Washington and
Harborview Hospital just prior to entering politics in
1970.
McDermott says he is not running his campaign with
corporate backing since he prefers the support of people
not of systems. With this philosophy of "how it should
be'' the representative is traversing the state in an effort
to personally contact as many people in the state as he
possibly can.
In response to questioning about the probabilities of
success in such a campaign, McDermott commented,
"I'm not crazy. A psychiatrist is in a proper position to
say whether he is crazy or not and I'm not."
McDermott favors tax reform, increased public support
of education, full disclosure of campaign contributions
and expenses, economic improvement by encouraging
the medium sized businesses dispersed throughout the
state, and ecological development of clean industry as
well as population dispersion.
Points of McDermott's tax reform proposals include: Elimination of the special levy systems used to fund
schools because of their present instability.
- "The sales tax on food and drugs has got to go
because it hits the lower and fixed incomes unfairly as
you can only eat and drink so much regardless of
income." The tax on drugs hits the fixed income group
and generally the aged because they are more apt to
need medication.
- Elimination or reduction of the Inventory ta~ and

•

James McDermott

I

the Business and Occupation tax.
- A graduated income tax which would provide for the
same amount of revenue by setting the rates properly
while providing exemptfons for the poverty stricken
group so as to place the tax load on those with the
ability to pay.
- No tax exemptions for corporations and special
interest groups.
McDermott favors increased public support of
education including the college level.
The representative voted against the bill to force
declarations of campaign coqtributions and limit
campaign expenses because he felt the bill was a "joke"
because it provided a $100 loophole".
1:Je favors the bill drafted by the Coalition for Open
Government which is a "much tighter" bill and provides
for the reporting of contributions over $ 25 periodically
instead of just once. Another major difference between
the two bills is that the bill McDermott favors provides
for declaration of all campaign expenses not just those
solicited after the filing fee is paid as stated in the
present bill.
The representative stated that he had already filed all
money received by supporters in Olympia and said he
plans to challenge Governor Dan Evans to do the same.
His Democratic opponent for the nomination, Senator
Martin Durkan has filed a partial disclosure for the past
five years, but the doctor-politician believes a complete
disclosure of all campaign funding for his en tire 14 years
in politics would be more appropriate.
Of Governor Evans, McDermott said, "He has a
tremendous public image, but I think there are some
very serious things that you can question about his
performance. You really have to question who he brings

in to run things."
He pointed out a recent appointment of a. Washington
Water Power Official to the state Utilities Commission,
describing it as " hiring the fox to watch the flock" and
said the appointment "has to be a payoff of a political
debt."
Another example, McDermott said · was the
appointment of a "conservative straight out of the 18th
century" as county chairman of a community college
board.
The candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination also favors cutting the size of the legislature
and giving legislators a paid staff so that they could
spend more time on government.
In addition, he feels that the legislature should change
from a "Farmer's legislature" to a full-time organization
which he feels is more feasible under present
circumstances.
"
.
.
McDermott favors numerous medium sized businesses
in the state making use of the skills and education
available rather than the creation of new super-industries
as being the answer to the economic problems.
From an ecological standpoint, if these businesses were
spread in the less populated areas throughout the state,
McDermott feels that it would break down the large
population centers thereby aiding ecology in addition to
lessening the pressure to build new super-highways to
accomodate traffic.
"I would be very excited to work with the new
legislature," McDermott said. "If you had 30 new
senators down there you just couldn't be any worse off.
You would just have to be better off."

Mock Convention Chooses
McGovern-Chisholm Ticket
Underlying the George McGovern--Shirley Chisholm
nominations for President and Vice-president at the
19~2 similated democratic convention held during
Sprang break at Gonzaga University was .the insight into
"why the incumbent in the election always has the
advantage."

McGovern's running. mate, Ms. Chisholm, is the
Democratic representative from New York.
Riddle went on to outdistance Carey in the balloting
for chairman with I, I 87 to 1, 119 votes.

Another major aspect of a political convention is the
adoption of a platform. This was also a major item of
East!rn 's Jeff Riddle, junior economics major elected the mock political convention.
by . the convention delegates to serve as permanent
Major issues in the platform adopted were:
c~arrman, no~e? surprise at the "bitter feelings bred by
~1erce c~mpetition between the factions· of the out-party
--Opposition to compulsory military service except in
m the fight for the party nomination which leaves the case of declared war.
party badly split and gives the incumbent the
-Amnesty for those who have evaded the draft.
advantage."
-Legalization of marijuana.
-- Repealing all laws limiting abortions and
After the first two ballots in which Senator McGovern
contraceptives.
Democrat from South Dakota, outpolled Senat~
-Abolishment of all capital punishment.
Edmund Muskie 4 71 Yi to 4 l 7Yi and Washington Senator
--Development of a national optimum population plan
Henry Jackson 771 Yi to 303Yi, the Muskie people and
with
emphasis on eventual zero population growth
the Jackson backers swung their support to Senator
through the extension of family planning counseling.
Edward Kennedy of Massachussetts.
--Elimination of pollution.
Riddle conjectured that the move had come one ballot
--Enforcement of laws against discrimination because
too late because McGovern outdistanced the of age, sex or race in job placement.
Massachussetts senator 1063 to 677Yi t o win the
-Federal support of all colleges in order that all
nomination on the third ballot. If the move had come
students may attend a junior or community college at no
one ballot earlier or had the nomination continued one cost to them.
more round Riddle speculated that it might have
--Full
campaign expenditure disclosures and
resulted in a Kennedy nomination.
limitations.
He said the edu cational lesson was how the people,
--Elimination of the Congressional seniority system and
upon realizing that their hope wasn't going to be provisions for rotating chairmanships.
reached, knew enough about where their feelings were to
-Complete and immediate U.S. withdrawal from
swing their votes to another candidate in an eff.ort to get Vietnam.
the candidate who best reflected their own views.
- Cessation of all acts of war in Southeast Asia. ·
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Havens Performs

In an effort to promote top name entertainment for reasonable
prices, Eastern, in conjunction with Gonzaga University, Whitworth,
Spokane Community College and Spokane Falls Community
College, will be sponsoring Richie Havens, and a group entitled
Brunehilde, at Gonzaga in Kennedy Pavillion, April 27 at 8:00 p.m.
This Richie Havens effort among the colleges, if successful, will
mean national groups for less dollars, since all the colleges share the
cost in proportion to their enrolled populations according to Herb
Jones, Executive Coordinator of Activities.
Tickets will go oµ sale at the PUB ticket desk, April 10 at noon.
All seats will be on a first come, first serve basis, until the 3,500 seat
capacity is completely full.
The cost will be $2. 75 per ticket, with two tickets per ID, and two
ID's per person.

Women's Seminar
· Discusses Careers
"Career Women and Managing
- A Seminar for Women", an
Eastern Continuing Education
seminar, will be offered April
14-15 at the Spokane Holiday
Inn.
The seminar will feature
Eleanor Macdonald, training and
careers consultant who manages
her own consulting firm, Women
in Management, in London,
England.

Eleanor MacDonald

Miss Macdonald's training
in cl u des staff control of
Selfridge's, Ltd., a large
department store; director of
Atkinson's, a Unilever company
and women's advisor to United
Africa Co. An author, teacher
and broadcaster, Miss Macdonald
now specializes in development
courses
for
women
in
management.
Dr. Joe Chatburn, dean of
EWSC Continuing Education,
said personal involvement and
participation will be the key to
the day-long seminar sessions.
Each participant will be invited
to bring her employer to a
special luncheon.
In addition to Miss Macdonald,
seminar personnel will include
EWSC staff and faculty members
Betty A. Ohrt, dean of women;
Elizabeth C. Jay, counselor; Dr.
Elroy C. McDermott, chairman,
department of management, and
Dr. Kent E. Burnham, assistant
professor of business education.
Registrations will be accepted
until April 7, Dr. Chatburn said.
Additional information is
available at
the
EWSC
Continuing Education office.

JUST L!KE WE SAID - The Ma~i~ Bus stoe is !low behind the PUBJ as_wa_s _su.ggested last quarter. The
stop allows commuters to stay in the PUB, rather than walk over to the Old SUB. -

A.S. To Vote On Dorm Visitation:
.

"The Administration has a
history of acting as a parent to
students here," stated Jeff
Riddle, speaking of a bill
introduced to the Associated
Students Legislature that would
give dorms the right to decide
dorm visitation hours.

The bill, authored by Riddle,
would remove the power of

Non-Music Maiors

PO.ETRY
WANTED!
FOR POSSIBLE
INCLUSION
IN
COOPERATIVE VOLUME!
Include stamped envelope.
Editor: Box 4444C ·
Whittier, California, 90607

"But," Riddle said, "dorms will
probably want to institute some
kind of hours anyway because
they will want some quiet."

Guadalaiara Spring
.
. Opened To Students

SCJnd Offered.for
Do you want to play in a
band?
Students enrolled in programs
outside the realm of music
performance or music education
now have the opportunity to
participate in a band on campus.
This new ensemble, "EWSC
Concert Band" (Music 331), was
created for students who have
previously played either a wind,
brass, or percussion instrument
while in high school and would
like to continue performing.
Realizing that most of these
students have a limited amount
of time to devote to this
activity, the EWSC department
of bands is scheduling rehearsals,
programming
public
performances, and keeping
outside practice requirements
within reasonable limits to
obtain full participation of all
non-music majors on campus.
This band will be available to
all EWSC students without
audition and one college credit
can be earned.

establishing dorm hours from
the Administration and give it to
individual dorms to decide by
majority vote. It gives dorms the
right to abolish dorm hours
completely if students so desire.

A chance to spend spring
quarter in Mexico studying in a
liberal
arts
program in
Guadalajara is being offered
through East.e m Washington
State College's office of
Continuing Education.
The program is part of
EWSC's participation in a
three-quarter academic program
taught at the Council of
Northwest
Colleges in
Guadalajara.

School owned instruments are
available to all students without
cost, or they may use their own.
Rehearsals will be Tuesday
through Friday at 8:00 a.m. in
the Music Building Recital Hall
Stage to prepare for a "pops
concert" which will be presented
this Spring.
For further
information
regarding the concert band,
contact Martin
Zyskowski,
assistant conductor of bands, or
James Albert, conductor of
bands, in the Music department.

Students can attend the study
program for one or more
quarters1 and may audit the
courses or take them for credit.
Housing arrangements to live
wit!t a family during study in
Mexico may be made for all or
part of the stay.
Curriculum for the program
involves study in history,
sociology, anthropology, art and
Spanish. A language is not

IF YOU HAYE
ANY QUESTION
ON INSURANCE

CALL HU 9-5738

SONY RADIOS

POCKET &
TABLE MODELS
from

$995

required of prospective students,
but as part of the course load all
students must take Spanish,
although courses are taught in
English.
Faculty members in the
program, cosponsored by EWSC
and Central ·washington State
College, are drawn from each of
the schools and supplemented
by instructors in Guadalahara.

The bill is a referendum that
will be presented for student
approval on the ballot for the
April 19th election. If will then
go before the Board of Trustees.
Therefore, Riddle pointed out, a
substantial number of students
must vote in favor of the bilJ
before the Board will even
consider passing it. Riddle said,
"If the bill gets 70% of the vote,
it would be hard for the Board
to say students didn't want this
right."
..
One problem with completely
open hours might be protection
of property inside the dorm.
Riddle feels this could be solved
by locking the dorms and letting
students who have visitors open
the door for them.
Riddle said he had no idea how
long it would take for the bill to
be approved by the Board of
Trustees; it would depend on
how hard the upcoming A.S.
?fficers push for it.

IT'S COM INGt
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Ph. 235-4100

PROFESSIONALLY RESEARCHED
PAPERS BY QUALIFIED EXPERTS

''WE GIVE RES UL TS!''
4556 University Way N.E.
Seatle, Wa. 98105
206 ME 2-7300
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April 5:
Rec i ta l , D avid
F a cu It y
Rostkoski, Martin Zyskowski, at
8: 15 in the Music Building
Recital Hall.
Baseball, there, Gonzaga
University, 1 p.m.
~ lntramual Softball deadline
(mens).
I.K. Spur booksale from 9 a.m.
to~ p.m. today.
Three-Penny Opera--A bawdy,
sarcastic musical by Berthold
Brecht and Kurt Weill from
pre-Nazi Germany will be
presented at 3 and 7: 30 p.m.
today in Kennedy Library
Auditorium, sponsored by IMC.

April 6:
William Attwood, "A View
from the Foggy Bottom,"
Showalter Auditorium.
In tr am u r al Handball--entry
deadline is 4 p.m. today in the
camp u s
r e ere at ion and
intramurals office, Fieldhouse.
Chris ti an
I n t e r - Va rs it y
Fellowship tonight at 8:00 p.m.
in the PUB council chambers.
This meeting will feature Dr.
Edwin Olson, professor of earth
science at Whitworth College,
who will be speaking on "time,

space, and eternity: Perspectives
of a Christian Scientist".
A
representative
from
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company will be on campus to
interview majors in Business
Administration for their Sales
Management Trainee Program.
Positions will be in the Inland
Empire.
Representatives from
the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.
will be interviewing students
with a B.S. in Business
Administration or B.A. in
Liberal
Arts for
sales
management, retread production
management, and credit and
distribution accounting. They
prefer students with a major in
marketing, general business or
liberal
arts for
sales
management; a major in
pro du c ti on
or ind u s trial
techn.ology
for
retread
production management; and a
major in finance or general
busin~ss for ~redit. . They will
consider students with a B.S. or
B.A. in general business or
liberal arts for control or
administrative
management-should at least have
working knowledge of
a
accounting. They will be
interested primarily in students ·
who rank in the upper half of
their class scholastically.

the doctor's bag
by Arnold Werner

M.D.

QUESTION: This past weekend was the first night that my
· girlfriend and I had sexual relations and spent the whole night
together. The following night my roommate woke me .UP and s~id I
was tryi~g, to rape him in my sleep. Naturally, he pushed me out of
his bed. Later in the night, it happened again. I have taken
precautions to prevent a recurrence. My question is: How could I do
such a thing in my sleep? Does it indicate a psychological disorder
on my part, or is it a preoccupation with sex expected from
"rookies?"
ANSWER: You never indicated whether you were actually in his
bed wµen he woke you up which makes me think that something
els'e is going on. Some readers of this coh.;.mn are convinced that a
number of the letters I' receive are put-ons. In this particular case, I
have a'.....strong suspi~ion that your roommate is putting you on.
Though people may sleepwalk during times of stress or when they
are leading particularly overactive Jives, I know of no information
idicating that this is a more common acitivity following sexual
intercourse. "Rookie" men do however, tell roommates about their
activities. You may have set up a situation for your friend to reward
you for your generosity.
QUESTION: I ~m considering getting my ears pierced but there are
some questions I would like to have answered first. What are the
chances of infection if earrings are worn daily? How serious can such
an infection get? Qoes the weight of the earrings eventually stretch
the ear or have any other effect? And, if I stop wearing earrings, how
well will the holes close? I like the convenience of wearing pierced
earrings but not at-the expense of an infected or mutilated ear.
ANSWER: There are a variety of techniques for piercing ears
ranging from plunging a long curved -surgical needle through the lobe
to using a handy dandy, automatic, spring-loaded device which
drives a stud through the ear. Whatever technique is used, it is
e~ential that sterile technique be followed and that t'be instruments
· used be properly ste.rilized. In experienced hands, the procedure is
quite safe and produces only a momentary stinging.
The ear lobe itself is fairly hard to infect since it has a very
generous blood supply. What is more of a problem, is an allergic
response to the material that is threaded through the ear lobe
immediately after it is pierced. Nickel is quite capable of causing a
rather severe allergy that results in local swelling and bad rashes
anytime jewelry containing nickel is worn elsewhere on the body
subsequent to exposure. Many gold-plated, and perhaps some 14
karat gold earrings and other devices contain nickel and when these
are placed in a newly pierced ear, a susceptible person is quite likely
to have an allergic response. Therefore, until healing occurs, specia'l
.
stainless steel studs or surgical silk is the preferred material.
After. about six weeks, the su1face layer of skin grows into the
opening to provide a firm lining for the hole. Until such time,
something must be kept in the hole to keep it open. Infection after
healing would be unusuial. Following healing, the holes will generally
not close completely if earrings are not worn. A slight webbjng
might be formed but this is easily punctured when an earring is
reinserted. Very heavy earrings will cause some drooping of the ear
lobes and stretching of the holes. Naturally, very large earrings will
get caught on a lot of things and it sounds awfully uncomfortable to
me. I gather that the major advantage of pierced ears is that it
enables one to wear expensive earrings without fear of losing them.
Punching holes in ears to prevent the loss of useless baubles defies
retional explanation.

April 7:
Last day to take advantage of
the IK-Spur Booksale from 9 to
4 today.
Northwest
Lambda Chi
Conference.
Willowell String Quartet, 8: 1 5
p.m., Music building.
Baseball here in Cheney, with
the Savages meeting Western
Washington, aJ 3 p.m.
April 8:
B as e b a11, here, Western
Washington, 10 a.m.
Track
here,
Wes tern
Washington.
Lambda Chi dance tonight in
the Sub Harbor, at 8: 30.
Weekend series sponsored by
Morrison Hall, "The Owl and the
Pu~ycat," featuring Barbara
Striesand at 8 p.m., 25 cents in
the PUB rated (R).

"

l'opcorn
Sale--Fresh, hot
popcorn will be sold by Rho
Iota Drama F.t:atnernity at the
movie at 7:30 in the PUB.
April 10:

Excused Convocation--U.S. "China Relations: Problems and
Prospects" at 11 a.m. in
Showalter
Auditorium.
Sponsored by Political Science
and Military Science. Speaker is
Dr. James R. Townsend of the
University of Washington.
April 11:
Expo 74 Speaker

"Growing Up Female" movie,
2:00 and 8:00 p.m., Patterson
Aud. Free.
Announcements ·
Library Hours: the new spring
quarter hours in Kennedy
Library are from 10 a. m. to 6

p.m. on Saturdays and on the
holidays that the library is open.
Oil Paintings by W. Radford
Thomas, chairman of the
Eastern Washington · art
department,
Cheney,
Washington will be on show at
the Juniper Tree Gallery, West
605 First, Spokane, from now
until April 12. The paintings are
.figurative with people serving as
subject matter painted in a loose
;;ketchy style but still reflecting
he plastic quality of oil. Hours
are 11 a.m. thru 5 p.m.
weekdays, 2 - 5 p.m. Sunday,
free to public.
John
R.
Henry, visiting
instructor of the EWSC art staff
will attend the National Art
Education Association-Pacific
Arts Association Conference
being held this year in the
Princess Kaiulani Hotel m
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Hitch Hikers Can Opt
For PUB Riders' Board

A riders board wa:s recently
installed in the PUB for the
convenience of those desiring
either rides or riders to various
areas.
The board provides a method
for drivers and riders to make
their needs known, and will
hopefully
provide a more
convenient method of travel ·
than hitch-hiking, according to
Jim pewalt, associated students
vice president.
Dewalt was instrumental in
getting the board made and
installed, however he noted the
backing and help he received
from me·m bers of the Student
Welfare Committee, particularly
Mike
Donovan and
Rick
Shierman.
The board features a large map,

of the Urited States which is
broken into sixt.':'en areas, and a
map of Washington which is
broken into four areas.
·The pegs on the side of the
board
correspond to the
numbered areas thus allowin

prospective drivers and riders to
designate
their
desired
destinations numerically.
Cards are available at the PUB
Information Desk, and are
designed to fit over the desired

Interested, Qualified Candidates
Are Urged To file for Office
Before 5:00 Today.
5 Execu·tive Positions Open
6 Legislative Positions Open
A.S. Ollie& • PUB

Try telling the lady she'll
have lo slarl washing.by hand.
Try explaining to the lady how her electricity is
needed to light another kindergarten or to run the
elevator in the new hospital addition.
"Fine" she'll say. "Let's make J!IOre
electricity."
And that's about it. It's either make more
or tell the lady she can't have all the
electricity she wants. An unthinkable
idea to most people.
But experts say the demand for
electricity will dbuble in the next
ten yea"rs. It will be further
boosted by our demand to clean up
the environment.
New generating facilities must
be built to meet these
requirements and in a way 1
compatible with our
environment.
We'll continue to do this.
But we need your
understanding today to meet
tomorrow's needs.
THE
WASHINGTON
WATER
POWER
COMPANY

.-,,
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Filing Closes At Five
For Spring's Elections
Filing closes at five o'clock
today for the five executive
positions and six legislative
positions in
the
A.S.
government.
The primary election will be
held a week from today, with
the final election on · the
following Wed.
A.S. Vice President Jim Dewalt
urges all interested and qualified
students to run for the positions.
"We need good people in order
to make the A. S. work," he said.

He added that experience is
not necessary but the candidate
must have at least a 2.0 G.P.A.
The executive positions pay
$ 218.00
per month. The
legislative positions are
;· np.n paying jobs.
. As of Monday evening, there
·. were relatively few candidates
for the positions, with only one
person running in several cases.
. Three people had filed for
President. They are Jeff Riddle,
Rob Thorson; and Mark Lobdell.

The position of Vice Presiden
was also being sought by thre
people; Pat O'Donnell, Cynthi
Schwab and Cathy Mitchell.
Mike Baker was the onl
person who had filed for th
position
of
Executiv
Coordinator of Activities.
Tony Kjeldsen and James,
Howeiler had filed for th~
position of Treasurer.
The position of A.S. Secretary
was being sought by Jeanne
Herron and Ingrid Brandt.
1

A.S. Officers Differ On funding

BSU Plans 'Black Month'

The Black Student Union has been granted a
total of $3,000 to finance their upcoming Black
Month program whose purpose will be to "keep us
from being lost in this, per se, 'white institution',"
according to Jimmy Williams, BSU President.
Williams said that the amount granted is not
enough for what they originally wanted to
accomplish but that the BSU can budget to make
optimum use of it. He said the Union had planned
to attract some well-known black figures such as
Bill Russell or Muhammed Ali but because of the
insufficient funds, local business men will be asked
to speak instead.
Last year BSU was allotted over $12,000 for a
Black Week program, which, according to
Associated Students Presid~nt John Allen, is more
than any other group has ever been given for a
single activity. In spring quarter of last year, black
students asked for $10,000 to finance this year's
program but AS legislators felt that this was too
much in relation to the amount granted other
programs. The BSU was asked to come back with a
more reasonable request and a more specific
budget fall quarter of this year. But the request
wa~ not made _until the mid?le of winter this year
which, according to Allen, is one reason they did
not ge~ as much as · they asked for ($3,500). When
asked if he thought BSU could have received more
money if they had come earlier, Allen replied, "I
know they would have. There was more money to
give an? there was a lot of sympathy for the
program."
Fifteen hundred dollars of the toal amount came
from the Student Services Activities and Fees
Committee to be used only for educational .
purposes. The other $1,500 came from AS and can
be used for the social activities. BS U originally
asked AS for $2,000, an amount that was voted
down completely. But John Allen felt that "the
legislators made a mistake and they knew it," and
because, he said, "I really felt BSU should have a
black student program," he broke
the
parliamentary rules and let the measure be voted
on again. This t~me ~ l, 500 was granted with only
three people agamst 1t.

·

AS had a total of $2,400 left in the budget f~r
the rest of the year when the BSU asked f r
$2,000 of it. One legislator, Tony Kjeldson, ma e
this comment, "The biggest complaint ·was th t
there wasn't much money left in the budget b1t
that wasn't BSU's fault."
Some legislators, including AS Vice Preside t
Jim DeWalt, were not in favor of granting the BS
money. "I don't really feel that their programs fn
the past have shown that they know how o
handle the money," DeWalt stated. He also sai ,
"Either we give money to this or. we're deemed a
bunch of racists. It's no longer voting on the basµ,
of the merit of the program but whether you ·~e
against the blacks or not."
DeWalt felt that some type of program w! s
needed "because racism does exist on both sides I"
But he felt the quality of the BSU program w1s
not high enough to warrant their request f4r
money and that a different type of program would
be more beneficial to students. He mentioned a
proposal presented last year by the Inter-fraterni y
Council that included all types of minority grou~s
and that would have furnished speakers such f5
Lestor Maddox and Jane Fonda. That progra~,
according to DeWalt would have been mote
beneficial to students as a whole than last yea~'s
BSU program. The proposal was turned down ay
AS because of the low amount in the AS budgi.
Jimmy Williams stated that this year's progra
will benefit a large number of students if they a e
willing to participate. He said the program la t
year was "planned as best as possible but students
just didn't participate. They had conflictirlg
interests such as classes and other acitivities j"
Williams said the reason for having a month-loryg
program rather than just a week was so thj1t
program activities could be planned arour d
1,
students' other interests.
The main emphasis of the whole Black Mon~h
program will be educational. John Allen statef,
"Jimmy made a promise to make every effo t
possible to get blacks to speak in classrooms whe e
t~ey will reach the most students. The whole thi'1g
will create an educational atmosphere."
1
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FINE BIG SELECTION OF

TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc.

SHOES

Send $1.00 for your descriptive
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers

Barber Shop
Opens In PUB

A barber shop run oy tmry s
of Spokane has recently opened
in the PUB and boasts two hair
experts who are prepared to deal
with any head of hair, according
to Ernest Kish, manager of the
facility.
In addition to regular haircuts,
the new facility offers many
unique features not found in
Cheney barber shops.
Women's haircuts are available,
as well as hair coloring and
bleaching. Straightening' of hair
and facials are two more services
not usually found in .a "normal"
barber shop.
One of the most popular
features offered is a style or
style . haircut. This involves
conditioning, . shaping and
cutting of the hair. The process
can be used on any length hair,
but is especially recommended
for people with "long hair,"
according to Kish.
Emry 's at Eastern also is
prepared to do · work on hair
pieces, and features a complete
line of grooming aids related to
hair care.
The shop is open from 9 a.m.
until 6 p.m. from Mon. to Sat.

Their phone number is 3 5 9- 7 840
and
appointments
are
recommended.

. GUARANTEED
SUMMER
INCOME!
College M~n Needed
To Supplement Our
Work Force This
Summer in Eastern
Washington.

EXCELLENT EARNINGS
GUARANTEED!

FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL IMMEDIATEL y.

MR. MORANDO
747-2011

PERFECT
TOGETHER

519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(113) 477-8474 • 477.5493

MENS & WOMENS
TENNIS & FABRIC

"We need a local salesmal)"
.

eie,1,ee, ·

:Q'x< .

WRITE FOR !'REE LIST
Tennpapers written by Professionals

.PE.PT. STORE
415 - 1st

NEW SERVICE IN THE PUB - The nev· barber shop in the PUB
caters to young people and longer hair, as evidenced by their
clientele. Manager of the facility, Ernest Kish gives Steve Barnett a
demonstration of the services available.

Ph: 235 · 6511

QUALITY COLLEGE ::ESEARCH
P.O. lox 1U, Rockford, Ill, 1110S
"We need a local ~lesman"

College Pa-rk Apartments

NOW RENTING
Beautiful brand new one bedroom apartments.
These are fully furnished with a contemporary
decor. Off street parking and laundry facilit,ies.

From: $105 Unfurnished
- To $135 F-Ur-ni.shedsee at 2nd and J or Call 235-6423
or 235-6155

PULLMAN REALTY
405 E. MAJN:

We need sharp, young amb'tious young men willing to
travel while learning a new and distinguished form of
selling to a young market.
While you are learning we ay your salary $700/ month
and pay your expenses. 0 r minimum trainging period
is 14 days and our maxim m training on salary 45 days.
This is judged on your pro ress. Our reps average on
our incentive pay basis $1 000 per month their first year.
We are a younQ company nd offer unequaled opportunities
for promotion and advanc ment. It's all on your merit
and abilities. Good career p~tential for right man!
- LET'S
Write following ad
phone number an
transcript to:
835 N. 9th - COE
8381

FIND OUT!
ress and include address,
resume along with college
R d'ALENE, IDAHO

TESTAMENT
LADY ' S 175
MAN ' S 79 . 50

For just you two on your
wedding day . . . matching
Keepsake wedding rings, crafted
in the finest 14K natural or
white gold.

Smitlt
Jewelers
408 · 1st -Cheney
Phone 235-6312·
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A Visit To Jim Morrison's Grave

THE

'Here He lives, Head I• Hand' EXECUTIVE STATEMENT
By Sal Ferrera
PARIS (CPS)- The young
Amer~can student who walked
up as I was about to leave was
startled at his discovery. Like
most visitors to the historic
PereLachaise cemetery, he had
come to see Oscar Wilde, Honore
do Balzac, or maybe Frederic
Chopin. All he could say was, "I
can 1 t believe it!''
You see, we were both
standing i,n front of Jim
Morrison's grave.
We'lJ probably never know
why Jim Morrison of the Doors
was buried in an almost
unmarked grave in Paris, just like
we'll never know much about
the cause of his death on that
26th of June last year. As a
matter of fact, we weren't even
told about his death until a week
later, And then
all
the
newspapers said was that lie had
been buried "in private." But
that was all last year.
Almost one y ear later, my visit
to Jim Morrison's gave revealed
that people, and especially
young Europeans, still visit the
half-hidden site in "Division 6"
of this most famous of
cemeteries in Paris. They've left ·

Being an executive in student government has been .
worth it. We have personally had the experience of
administrating a % million dollar budget, and we have
d8alt with faculty and professional -administrators as
recognized spokesman for over 6,000 students.
We are able to say that this school's administrators (for
the most part) have treated· us with respect and have
responded favorably to student government proposals.
We can also say that we've seen "the games people
play" first hand in professional organization both
through faculty and administrative envolvement
These positions allow students to get aquainted with
the structure of a state operated ubusiness", and deal
with the problem involved.
All of us present officers feel that our terms in office
have proven to be a more than worthwhile, educational
experience!
Why don't you give it a try?

a lot of reminders, mostly offetmg sbngs like " Light My
scribbled notes under the 20 or Fire " an4 live performances
so sea-shells which lie along the which were to say the least,
perimeter of the grave . .
" different./" Morrison's exposing
For instance, there is the note himself to a Florida audience
which says simply, "Good-bye became part of what is probably
Jim," and is signed, "One friend the most notorious of all Door
French." Under another shell performances; at least the
there's an unsigned note rolled arresting police thought so.
up with a ring around it, and it
Jim Mofrison doesn't have a
says, "I don't know you Jim, headstone, or even a stone
but I like your music and want covering for that matter. It's a
to be your friend." Or, another plot of ef posed ground with a
one from "Patricia and Nelly" narrow fr~me of concrete. But
which reads, "Now you are in there's a hand-written message
heaven, in a world of peace like on a kind of plaque poked in the
Brian, Jimmy and other, but ground.
addition to his name
we'll go to join you after ."
and the dates 1943-1971, it tells
Other visitors, in misplaced us that lim Morrison was a
zeal to express themselves, have "Poet-Compositeur." Below that
taken to scratching messages on it reads: L •
•
the ·backs
of adjacent
"Yester<1ay a child died in
headstones, like: "Richard from wonder; here he lives, head in,
Montreal, 17-11-71" who said, hand."
"We think of you Jim" ; or the
The weather has been cold and
annonymously etched words; rainy in Paris these days, so not
"L.A. Women."
too many people are around to
The Doors were a product of visit. I wduld say two or three a
Los Angeles, California. Forming week. Bu,, I'm sure there will be.
in 1 96 5, they took their name more later - more note writing,
from a passage in a William
more re~iniscing, perhaps some
Blake poem concerning doors. It crying. A ter all, another part of
wasn't long before the group all of us i gone.
I
gained national prominence,

In
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WHY DON'T YOU GIVE ·11 TRYi

STUDENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
PAY: $218 PER MONTH
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FIVE POSITIONS ARE READY
TO BE FILLED BY STUDENTSl
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POSITIONS REQUIRE:
1.
2.
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4.
5.
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(Positions include Pres., V. Pres., Sec-Treas., Executive
Coordinator of Activities)

GROOVE & SHU TT£R
.IS:

Apply third floor PUB A.S. office. Phone 359-2514.'
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A . LARGE SELECTION OF BLACKLIGHT & POSTERl5! i~i,l 3
!ij~ FILM Dl:VELOPING- QUICK SERVICE & LOW PRICES i~~1\l ~
~
w
STEREO EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE!
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ir~PHOTOG.RAPHY · SUPPLI ES.. ~.DARKROOM EQUIPMENTi,~
il CAMERAS, NEW & USED,MOVIE & 35mmw~ TAKE TRADE-INS.w.]i
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Ill A · FriendJy
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9pm - 1 am
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SUNSET C-60 Cassette
Recording -,ape
Reg:1.191
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Our S~ore Hours Are:
9:00 to 6:00, Mon. thru Sat..

/. CllP & SAVE
9".

THE ONLY

~

-:
- DANCE OF TH.E YEAR! -I
~

~

I

fm WE ARE LOCATED AT:
420 · 2nd St., Cheney

-

. . ! . ~ ~ ~ , . !~ . !.~

Sounds

,

Ability to deal with people.
Initiative.
Reasonable amount of self-discipline.
Willingness to limit credit load to 11 -15 hours per quarter.
Concern for the plight of students at EWSC.

RIDPATH EMPI
- a-a-a;-a; R -o -o -M
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2.50 per couple
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ON THE LINE
Bv Tom Vail
Sports Editor

Krause favored Changes

year

Savs Await w·estern lilvasion
To DecideI EvCo Frontrunner.
OS

Zag S H
pa I r T O d ay
•

-

this game was reliefer Tom
Thompson who came on in the
third and pitched twelve innings
of shoutout ball.
Game two. Eastern won in the
bottom half of the last inning.
After two were out speedy Kim
DeLong walked. Ken Conlin
singled with DeLong advancing
to third. Outfielder Gene Nelson
spiked a single to left driving in
DeLong and thus sweeping the
twin bill over a first class SOC
club. Eastern 's record in the
Evergreen stands at 2-1 while
SOC looks up with a 1-2 led~er.

fireballer Dale Leach, off of
whom they were only able to
conect four hits, several or
which might be termed as
meager.
Things fared more favorably
come Saturday's doubleheader.
In game one, a fifteen inning
marathon, Eastern scored the
winning run in the bottom of
the fifteen th. Ken Conlin
singled, Daryl Parsons di.d the
same, and Conlin scored when
third sacker Steve Blake pitched
in with a safety. Outstandin~ in

Golfers Head ·For WW Meet :
Last weekend in a 4-way golf
match with Columbia Basin,
Spokane Falls, North Idaho
· College, and Eastern Washington
State College, Eastern walked
away with the honors.
Scores of the match were
Eastern 8 Columbia Basin 7,
Eastern 9 Spokane Falls 6, and
Eastern 15 North Idaho 0.
The medalist of the match was
Chuck Felder of CBC with a 71.
Playing for Eastern was Gary
Lindeblad with 72, Steve
Solomon 75, Bruce Brevet 76,

JERRY KRAUSE
Changes Are Needed

Mark Running 76, and Joe
McLaughlin with an 81.
The next match for the
Savages will be a 3-way match
this Friday against Whitman and
Central Washington, to be held
in Walla Walla.

AMPUS
RIMIII

C HIIC:K
7911

Cleaners
MIIDDUI · & Tailors
IN A HURRY?

4 HOUR SERVICE UP UNTIL 2pm ON ..
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING
HOURS: 7:45 .to 6pm

DRY.CLEANING I

·
5
/.
2

pe,· pound ·
., ·you press

IT'S NOT

TO LATE-I

FRtSHMAN, SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS CAN STILL REGISTJ:·R
FOR ROTC
SUPPLEMENT YOUR JNCOJ\1E BY EARNING $100.00 A 1'10.'' .'Tfl
YOUR LAST l YEARS OF COLLECL'.'
VETERANS MAY ENTL:.R ROTC AS A .IUT\JOR.'

·Cheney Bowl
235-6278
Jim
t

I

SOPIIOMORES 1l1A )'. CO/IfPRESS BASIC ROTC JI\. 0/\ '/:· QUARTl:R.'
fRESIIM AN CAN TAKI:· ROTC /1/v' Y QUARTfR.'

1706-2ND

Dyck

SPECIAL RATES
fOR' EWSC STUDENT~l
nitO-N-.-Xh-r-u FR I-. U NT-'t. -5 pm 3 G~ME~ FOR· 1.20 - 4th GAME
FkEE WITH :-HIS COUPON
EXPIRE!. 4-14-7"

4 POOL TABLES - GAME ROOM
SNACK BAR - BEER & WINE

MEN WITH LEADERSHIP
AND AMBITION

TAKE ROTC

1,
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Marlin Optimisti( As Viks
Women Impressive At Nationcil Challenge Savage Cinders
Place Seventh Amidst Stl'ong Field;

By Gordon Taft
Eastern's Women's Gymnastics
team has just completed another
season with a 7th place finish in
the Nationals, which were held
in Des Moines, Iowa this past
weekend.
ln a sport growing in talente~
performers
and
coaches,
Eastern 's 7th place finish ( out
of 45 teams)· has to be rated as
remarkable. Five of the first six
teams were coached by either
Olympic or ex-Olympic coaches.
The other, and by the way the
first place team, had a coaci,.
with 3 7 years of experience in
the gymnastics field. Finishing
closely ~ehind these six teams

has to be a feather in the cap of
Maxine Davis, the Savagettes
coach.
Jo Jo McDonald, a consistently
good performer all year, led the
Eastern squad with a 14th place
finish in the All Around event.
Other team members were
Eileen DeLapp, Janis Kato,
Mannie Mackey, and Jeanne
Wayerski.
Because of the large number of
teams participating this year, the
preliminary trials lasted until 1
a.m. on the first evening of
competition. It became a
physically
and
men tally
exhausting event for both

Spring lntramurals
By Mick Mellor
The only thing about Spring is
not the fine weather. The chance
to compete, exercise and have
fun this Spring Quarter is being
offered by Eastern's Intramural
Department.
One of the big Spring
intramural acitvities is softball
that is being offered to both
men and women.
For the men, the slow pitch
shoftball, five inning games wµl \_
be played at 4:00, 5:00 and
6:00 p.m . on the intramural
field across from the Fieldhouse.
Ten men will constitute a team
and all equipment will be
furnished except the players'
gloves.
. . . Deadline to sign up for men's
intramural softball is this Friday
and a team coaches meeting will
be Monday in the Intramural
Office at 3:0Q p.m.
Along
with
the men's
intramural softball, teams for
women's softball are also being
formed.
The same rules
pertaining to the men's softball
will be applied for the women.
Deadline for women to sign up
will be next Monday. The
coaches of the different teams
will have a meeting April 12 at
3 :00 p.m. in the Intramural
Office.
For persons interested in
officiating at the different
softbal~ games, a meeting will be
held tomorrow in the Intramural
Office at 3:00 p.m.
Jared
Fors,
intramural
director, stressed, "All men and
women are
welcomed
to
participate in the softball games.
We hope there will be a great
turnout since both competition

FOR RENT
1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom.
Apts. & Duplex Units For
Sharing Students. Many
Units have All Appliances
including Washer & Dryer.
Carpeting in All Units. Call

~·

e&f' ·R ~ALTY

/)~

\.'l

inc.

235-6191
401 -1st St.

and fun will be enjoyed by all
the participants."
For more information on
intramural softball and other
Spring Quarter activities, go to
the Intramural Office in the
Fieldhouse or call 359-7926.
Another intramural acitivity
being offered this quarter, that
has been popular last quarter, is
bowling. The bowling teams will
consist of four persons and
games will
be
bowled
Wednesdays at 3 :00 p.m. and
7: 00 p.m. and Thursdays at 7: 00
p.m.
The cost of bowling will be
$1 . 25 for three games, with a
rental of 20 cents for shoes.
Sign up for Spring Bowling by
calling Jim Dyck at Cheney
Bowl by April 11.
For the women, a way to
shape up for the Spring and
Summer beachscene will be the
Women's Fun Night every
Thursday night from 7: 00 to
9: 00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
There are a variety of ways to
loose weight while enjoying it
during the Thursday night
activities. Such activities as
swimming,
badminton,
wolleyball, basketball, table
tennis and the use of the
exercise room will be available
for the women.
In charge of Women's Fun
Night this quarter will be Peggy
Steiner.
Miss
Ste in er
commented, "This quarter the
women on campus have a chance
to work off those excessive
pounds gained during winter,
while still having a fun · time
doing it, by participating in
Women's Fun Night."
\

TERM PAPERS
Researched, written and'
professionally typed. All
writers have a minimum
BS . BA degree. Instant
service.

CALL TQLL FREE
(anywhere In the coumry
tor Information and rates)

aoo ..6Ja.os52
or
Call Collect (301) 656·5770
5530 Wisco nsin Ave. Suite 1690
· Washington o.c. 2001 S

CHENEY Owned
AUTO PARTS
Horne

DAILY SER VICE
ON
SPECIAL ORDERS
IF A VAILABLf !

performers and coaches. Next
year gymnastic officials are
recommending a qualifying score
for the Regionals, in an effort to
limit the number of teams that
will be able to compete at the
Nationals.
There will be a taped run of
this National meet on ~hannel 7,
on Sunday April 9th, at 2:30
p.m.
The top seven scores of the
meet were: Springfield College
104.87, Southeastern Louisiana
Southern Illinois
1 0 4.55,
University 103.22, University of
Massachusetts 102.45, Indiana
State University 99.625, Clarion
State College 98.85, Eastern
Washington State College 97.30.
A variety of other intramural
acitivities, besides those already
mentioned, will be available to
all EWSC students and facul~
members.
Some . of these
activities
include
handball,
golf,
swimming, water basketball, and
track and field competition.
All handball players are urged
to sign up by tomorrow to
participate in the handball
competition. Teams will consist
of two players with each
member of the team playing a
single game against a member of
the opposing team. If after the
two games each team has won a
game, a doubles match will be
played to decide the winning
team.
All handball players must
furnish their own gloves and the
handballs may be checked out at
the equipment office in the
Fieldhouse.
Fors said that already 30
players have signed up - and he
encourages others to sign up
since all the handball games will
be scheduled to the convenience
of the players.
Besides handball, two water
activities are scheduled by the
Intramural Department. They
are a swim meet and water
basketball, both to be held at
the Fieldhouse pool.
The swim meet will consist of
six events that include the 200
yeard medley and freestyle
relays and the SO yard events of
backstroke,
breaststroke,
freestyle and butterfly.

Weshare
your

concern
You probably wouldn't be a
member of a college faculty,
admt nlstratton or ata'1 If you
didn't have a genuine concern
for the well-bet ng of others. ·
We share your sense of tesponatblllty and that .ts why we take
better care of you and your
savt ngs . . . why you alwaya
receive warm and courteous
service, generous Interest and
maximum security at Lincoln.

and Operated

~

4NAPAJ
...,.

"Your

Nape
Jobl,er
ta Tha

·ngs

Right Place

To Go"

&LtMAl l,O(ofl•

I,

... because we care

• Carl and Ga,y

235-6268

326-ht Che114n

Injuries to top performers was
the difference as Eastern 's track
squad placed a close third at the
Simon Frazer Triangular Track
and Field Meet last Saturday in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
According to Eastern 's track
coach, Gerry Martin, the Savage
squad could of beat both
Whitworth and Simon Frazer if
minor injuries had not plagued
the team.
Whit worth, with the largest
track squad at the meet, won the
meet competition with 70 points
and Simon Frazer edged by
Eastern SO to 49 for second.
Coach Martin commented that
several Eastern track mem hers
did quite well at the meet. One
outstanding individual was Toby
Robbilard who won the shot put
and placed second in the discuss.
Another squad member showing
promise is Dave Baker who
tossed his personal all time best
There will be a four event limit
per
contestant and three
contestants per team in each
event.
Events both for men ana
women will be available and the
deadline to sign up will be ~ay
12.
The other pool activity will be
water basketball in which all
teams inust sign up by this
Friday in the Intramural Office.
A water basketball team will
consist of six mem hers and there
will be two 8 minutes halves of
competition.
The water basketball schedule
will not interfer with intramural
softball competition, according
to Fors.
For all golf enthusiasts, the
Intramural
Department is
planning the Indian Canyon Golf
Tournament, to be held May 5
at Indian Canyon Golf Course.
Teams of three persons can
enter and the team with the
' lowest accumulative score · over
the 18 hole course will be the
winner ..
Teams . must sign up by the
May 5 deadline.
Concluding the Spring Quarter
Intramural Department planned
activities will be the intramural
track and field meet May 19 at
Woodward Field.
Open hours for the use of the
Fieldhouse for Spring Quarter
are as follows:
Monday to Thursday - 12: 00
to 7:00 p.m.
Friday - 2: 00 to 5: 00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday -- 2: 00
to 5:00 p.m.
These hours will be
maintained unless there is a
conflict in the scheduling of .
the gym by classes.

in the shot put competition.
Mark Deviney, who placed third
in the 1500 and 800 meters,
turned in an outstanding
performance and is becoming "a
real tiger" according to Coach
Martin.
First place finishers for Eastern
were Paul Rosser in the pole
vault, Rob Watson in the high
jump, 110 meter hurdles winner
Joe
Pilkington, and Bob
Maplestone, who won the 5000
meters.
·
With
the Simon Frazer
completed, the Eastern track
squad is now preparing for one
of their biggest meets in this
early part of the track season
when
they host Western
Washington this Saturday at
Woodward Field. Starting time
for the dual meet will be I: 3 0
p.m.
Coach Martin feels that the
Savage squad can beat Western
and is confident that the injured
members of the squad wil be
ready for the competition.
Western is good in the hurdles
and sprints but Eastern's top
performers, in many of the
events, should be able to
overpower the Viking squad.
A EWSC · track squad of 25
men will compete this weekend
in what should be a very thrilling
and competitive dual meet.
LonQ jump- 1, Jim Chernoff, S·F, 2021;,. 2, Gu illame, S-F, 20-Ph
3, Kma ,
Whit, 19·7 1!4.4, Barnes, Wh it, 16-8.
Shot - I Tobv Robbilard. EW, ,1.e. 2,
Baker . EW., 47-31/, . 3, Nave, Whit, ,.3.911,.
4, Olyuk, S-F, 42-101/2.
Pole vault-1, Paul Rosser, EW, 13-0. 2.
No other Qualifiers.
Javelin- 1, Vaclav Cempirek , S-F, 17-4-8.
2, Mulchev. Whit, 166.0. 3, Nave, Whit,
16l-5lh. -4. Smith, 5-F, 161-4.
1-I IQh iumr>--1, Rob w.atson, ~W, 6-2. 2,
Teverus, S-F, 6·2. 3, KtnR, Whit, 5·10. ,,
Warren, Whit, 5·10.
.
,uo relay- 1, Whitworth, "3.8. 2, Simon
Fraser, 46.2. 3, Eastern, 46.4
1.500 meters-]. Jim lsilt, Whit, -4 :12.S.
2, Akins, Whit "':l-4.6. 3, Deviney, 'EW ,
4:16.8. 4. Groarke, S-F , , :18.
. .
l 10 ·meter hurdles- I, Joe P1lk1naton,
EW, : 16.0. 2, Spencer, Whit, 17.J. J, Bren·
der, Whit, 20.7. No fourth.
.
400 meters - 1, Gordon Donnely, ~hit,
51 .6. 2. McKittrick, S-F, 51 .7. 3, Harrinaton, S-F, 52.8. "'' Gilkes, S-F, 52.9.
.
100 meters - 1. Bob Alexander. _Whit .
10 B 2 Findley, Whit, 10.9. J, Picard .
EW: 11. 1. 4. Stubblefield, Whit, 11.3. SF
800 meters 1, Ian Gordon.
- .,
1: 57.4. 2, Hampton. S-F, , 1 :57.5. J, Dev,.
nev, EW, 1 :59.2. ,1, Lazan,as, EW, .1 :59.4.
200 meters - 1, Alexander,. Whit, 22.7.
2, Findley, Whit , 23.2. 3. Pica rd, EW,
23 .7. 4, Stubblefleldl Whit, 23.8. ' II F
t
400 meter hurd es 1, 81
ors .
Whit, 58.3. 2, Spencer, Whit, 61.7. 3. Pilkini:iton, EW, 62.l. No fourth .
5,000 meters - 1, Bob Maplestone, Ey.J ,
14 :3"'.0. 2, Hale. Whit, 1-4 :36.8 3. IS1tf,
Whit. J-4:51.8. ,1, Nicoud, S-F •. 15:09.
1 600 meter relay - l , Simon Fraser.
3:27.8. 2, Easter n Washins:iton, 3:29.8. 3,
Whitworth, 3:33. 7.
.
lO 2
Discus - 1, Brad Nave, Whit, 1-46· . ,
Robillard, EW, 13"'-l. 3. Baker , EW .
1 :22.2. 4 , Zubkewych , S·F , 116-5.
Trlple lump - 1, Kim Taverna., S-F .
44-23h. 2, KinQ, Whit, "'3·21h 3, Gu1llame.
S-F , 42.311, . 4 Watson, EW, 38-10 3.,1 . .
Team scorlna - Whit.w orth 7'., Simon
Fraser so. Eastern Wash1nqton 49.

Equipment for the varied
activities will be available by
checking them out at the
equipment office in the
Fieldhouse.
Swimming pool hours for
Spring Quarter will be:
Mondays and Wednesdays 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Sundays; Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays - 7:00 to 9:00
p.m. -

Appeal to Volunteers
Volunteers a~e urgently needed to go doa,r to door in
Spokane with .literature urging voters to endorse the
proposed School District 81 levy (which constitutes
more than ~ of the operating budget). The work in·
valves approximately 1 hour of working time, one
either this Friday, Saturday, Sunday or Monday.
Those interested are urged to call
MR. TOM CHANDLER at FA 8-1751 or FA 8-9642 ,
FA 8-5964, FA 5-2361 or FA 5-9764

TAKE NOTE
FUTURE TEACHERS!

304 First In Cheney

•
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HUSH Nets Spokane
Five Tons Of Food
F our months' supply of food
for Spokane's food banks was
gat hered as a result of Eastern 's
H e lp-Us-S t amp-Out Hunger
drive,
according to Fred
Heinemann, director of auxiliary
ent erprises.
Nearly five tons of food which
occupied 248 cubic feet of space
was
purchased
with the
$1,937.59 raised in connection
with the food drive. In addition
2 , 3 8 1 food
articles were
collected.
The drive, master-minded by.
Streeter Hall director Jim
Morris, was begun in an effort to
replenish the food banks in
Spokane which were ·depleted
because of their effort to supply

food to t he needy in the
Spokan e area.
Morris first learned of the
situation in Spokane while
attempting to aid Seattle
organizations to fee the hungry
there.
George Peters, coordinator for
the
Spokane f oodbanks,
commended the "students and
regents of Eastern
for
outstanding effort on the recent
HUSH program" and stated that
the food is currently being
distributed
to · the needy
throughout the county.
Morris expressed his personal
appreciation to all those who
helped make HUSH the success
that it was.

EFFORTS REWARD ED - Eastern's efforts for the HUSH program were well-rewarded, in both cash and
canned goods. A.S. President Joh n Allen, Greg Harp, and Street Hall Director Jim Morris helped load the
canned goods fo r delivery to Spokane Food Banks.

P
s.
F
d
c
d
- oIy c1 un rea Ie
The facu lty of the Political
Scien ce
D epa rtm e nt
h as
established a scholarship fund
which will be used to assist
Political Science majors with the
rising costs of education. The
fund has been created and will
be sustained by contributions
made by the members of the
department faculty. The awards
will be made each quarter to
students demonstrating both
academic achievement and
financial need.
. The first recipient of the
scholarship is Mark Rosenberry.

Ros~n_ber~
~s at t_his t~e
part1c1pat_mg m the. m ternsh1p
pro~ am m the Washmgton State
Legislature.

•
At this time applications for
the awards to be made for the
Spring Quarter are available in
the office of Professor Niel
Zimmerman, Patterson 2054.
Dr.
Zimmerman
asks that
interested political science
majors should see him if they
have
further
questions
concerning the awards or if they
wish to apply.
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your wedding. She will
'
cheerfully advise you on
wedding protocol. She will
~ carefu ll y
record
your
·t preferences in china, crystal,
'
silver, linens and household
ji needs· to avoid bothersome

i

f

i
~

·t

duplications.

GIFT
REGISTRY,
Downtown, Fourth Floor.

.

Find yours~

( ) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made that up knows where the
money is- fewer women than men are quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
(
) My closet smells rotten, my clothes smell
rotten; I'm sick of it.
'1. (
) Lung cancer deaths are twice as high
among women who smoke as among those
who don't.
) I'm still young. The longer I smoke, the
~ (harder
it will be to quit and my chances of becoming a real heavy s1noker go up.
( ) it's one kmd -of air· pollution I can do
something about. People in the room with me
shouldn't have to breathe dirty air.
( ) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from smoking when I smoke?
( ) I seem to be sick a lot. I also smoke alot.
Women who smoke like me have more chronic
illness, lose more time from work, are sick
more
often than those who don't.
J
( ) I know my father's been trying to quit.
How can he with me still puffing away?
( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean
} . again. I've had it with nicotine hang-over in
© the mornings.
~ ( ) The thing that appeals to me most is:
If I quit and stay quit, in most cases, it can be
as if I never smoked. There's something about
this that absolutely knocks me out. A clean
slate; a real second chance. You just don't get
many of those.

•••••••••.•• ,~~,.,~~Il @>.>.>~-,.

• for courteous:
service!
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Yes,there
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•
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(

) I quit once for -10 days and, frankly,
I felt pretty good about it. I like that feeling;
this time I'm quitting for good. Lord knows,
I've done a lot harder things in my life.
(
) So many people I know have quit, I'm
beginning to feel stupid a bout smoking.
( ) There's something very cool and selfassured about women who don't need
cigarettes.
(
) I thought it was hopeless; I quit once and
went back. But someone told me a lot of people
had to quit over and over before it took. I'm
trying again. It can't hurt.
( ) If I quit, I'll save 50¢ a day. That's $3.50
a week, $14.00 a month, $182.50 a year. That
buys almost 2 gallons of gas a day. A record a
week. Seven movies a month. After a year,. I
can fly to
and back on
cigarettes I didn't smoke.
(
) Somewhere in the back of my head I've
been nursing the illusion that smoking is really
only dangerous for men. I've just seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who
smoke is more than 20% higher than women
who don't. We've come a long way baby, but
I'm not going any further.
Now all you need is help and encouragement.
Send a postcard today to: Women and
Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll
send some booklets to help and encourage you.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
T his space contributed as a public service.
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Sex Info Put. Ou.I
By Women's Comm.
Parenthood, who will talk and
answer questions in the
dormitories during the quarter.
The Women's Commission will
also present films, the first of
which will be "Growing Up
Female,,. It will be shown later
in
April
in Patterson
Auditorium. The film, by Julia
Reichart and James Klein,
examines the social forces that
shape women's self-conception
as they grow up. Nursery school,
Free
pamphlets
and high school, parents and family
information will be available, as guidance counselors, work, the
well as books offered in a media and marriage are all
lending library, which cover explored. The story unfolds
things such as abortion (laws, through the lives of six women,
methods, where to go), birth from
ages four through
control (explanation of devices, thirty-five-some wealthy, some
effectiveness, where to obtain poor, some black and some
them), pregnancy (pregnancy white.
tests - where to go, Lamaze
Meetings of the Women's
natural childbirth - where to go, Commission are held every
breast feeding, what to expect), Tuesday night at 8: 00 p.m. in
and V.D. (general information the office (second floor, old
for diagnosis, where to go for SUB). All interested women are
tests).
invited to attend and present
In addition to distribution of new ideas for projects 'd uring the
printed material, the Women's quarter. Women are also needed
Commission will sponsor several to staff the office each day and
speakers from
Planned children are welcome.

The office of the A.S.
Women's Commission, located
on the· second floor of the old
SUB,
is
now
open
Monday-Friday from 9: 00-3 : 00.
The office will function as a
center and meeting place for all
people who are concerned about
the problems of women and,
more specificially, it will provide
sex information and referral
services to the community.

DISTRIBUTING INFORMATION - With a table in the PUB, the .Sex In ormabon enter 1stributes
pamphlets and boo1i'Jets in order to inform students on matters of sex. Bob Thorson is caught by the
photographer receiv· g information fr~m Gayle Brauner ~nd Cathy Logan.

Ul11Ne

Win Equality

Court Kills Birth Control Law
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Over the lone diss¢nt of Chief
Justice· Warren E. Burger, the
Supreme Court h1 ruled that
the decision "to be r or beget" a
child is a private on .
Population contr spokesman
Bill Baird, who i.tj~tigated the
case by passing out ~irth control
devices and literature to Boston
University women ~n 1967, had
be en
charged
then
by
,UNPACKING INFORMATION - A.S. Secretary Cathy Logan (left) Massachusetts with Jviolating the
'land Gayle Brauner unpack sex information in the newly f (?rmed states birth contro law which
. Women's Commission office in the Old SUB.
...., - prohibited disttibu ion of these
devices to unmarrie women:
He called the dee· ion "really a
victory for the pe pie because
any question about all the holes? it's the first time th people have
By Ed Bruneau
Problems in digging have been been granted free om to deaJ
Fifteen men on a dead man's chest
few, except for getting an with their own bo~fes." He also
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum.
Drink and devil had done the rest. occasional gush of water (that predicted the demi, of abortion
she blows) or damaging power restrictions.
Yo-ho-ho ....
The diggings have already
lines.
Beneath the cement skin of
In the majority opinion (only
uncovered
bones ·o f the seven justices were on the court
Eastern lies dirt, basalt; a water
Cheneyanderthal Man, his pieces when the case was gued), four
table; remains of an · earlier
of ate (food), and arrowheads
existing
culture,
shaped like fishhooks.
Cheneyanderthal Man (chief
The mysterious pirates left
characteristic no backbone); and
little
remains for proof and
buried treasure, begotten and
verification of their visit. The
forgotten
by
Barbary
only article discovered so far is a
buckaneers.
set of plans for the longest, most
According to a document,
expensive rest room ever built, a
found under a centuries old tree
Long John Silver.
someone had removed tomake a
if it is slightly
Hence,
parking lot, pirates had ventured
inoonvienent
for y ou to wade
up the mighty Columbia River,
the much while evading the
searching for a place of utter
holes remember what a truly
destitution where no one would
exciting project it really is! It
ever want to venture. As a result,
must be kept secret however, so
a treasure is believed to be
if
anyone asks, tell them "steam
buried under Eastern.
tunnels."
Relying on this evidence,
Any
similarities between
somewhere beneath Eastern is a
faculty
members
and the flag of
trunkload of doubloons, worth
the Joily Roger is purely
close to what would eliminate a
coincidental.
budget cut for Eastern. Is there
1

'LoJNdoJNn' Plot Exposer./

The Associated Students are interested in establishing regular
evening bus service between Cheney and Spokane in ad~ition to
the present scheduling of busses, according to A.S. President John
Allen.
.
Such busing would provide transportation for Spokane based
stud en ts to use ilbrary facilities as well as aiding those on campus
who wish to attend movies in the Spokane theaters.
Student support is needed to make the added runs a reality, said
Allen. He suggested that students favoring the evening bus service
drop notes and constructive comments in the suggestion box in
the main hall in the PUB.

justices said, "If the right of
privacy means anything, it is the
right of the individual, married
or single, to be 'free from
unwarranted governmental
intrusion into matters so
fundamentally affecting a person
as the decision whether to bear
or beget a child."
The four justices, William J.
Brennan, Jr., William 0.
Douglas, Potter Stewart and
Thurgood
Marshall,
also
comprise a majority of the seven
members who· have Texas and
Georgia· abortion cases under
advisement.
Two other justices, Byron R.
White and Harry A. Blackmun,
concurred in the decision, but
without adopting its broad·
language and without declaring
whether the married-unmarried
distinction was valid.
The principal area preserved
for federal or state regulation in

HERE A HOLE, HERE A HO
e campus IS emg om up
before our very eyes, much to many people's dismay. The work is
supposedly necessary, and not an effort to find a buried treasure, as
one popular rumor claims.

_this area are possible health
hazards posed by some
contraceptive methods.
Burger's dissent criticized all
six of his colleagues. If the
Constitution can be thus
strained, he said, "we could
quite as well employ it for the
protection of the 'curbstone
quack' reminiscent of the
'medicine man' of times past,
who attracted a crowd of the
curious with a soapbox lecture
and then plied them with 'free
samples' of some unproven
remedy."

Townsend

TO Discuss·
Relations
_Dr. James H . Townsend,
internationally known for his
research on Red China, will
appear at Eastern Monday ,at
11: 00 a.m. to present an
excused convocation on "United
States-China Relationships."
Eastern very seldom gets a
speaker on campus who is really
an authority on his su bject
matter and his international
repute for his position, said Dr.
David Bell, Jr., chairman of the
political science department. he
added that Dr. Townsend is such
a speaker.
Dr, Townsend has published
papers on the subject of
Co m munist China and is
currently conducting research on
politics in China which is
expected to be completed this
summer, in addition to research
on "Nationalism and National
Integrtion in Modern China."
His writings on China over a
nine year period beginning in
l 96 3 deal primarily with the
political scene and include
Participation in
" P oli tic al
Communist China " , and " The
R evolutionization of Chinese
Youth: A Study of Chung-Kuo
Chaing-Nien.,,
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Pictures talk.
Some little boys don't.
Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Through Kodak, cameras and film were d'istributed to
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said anything, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like
---------------~~~~ -

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once t he channels of communication had been opened,
t hey began to learn.
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job programs. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher- and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.
------

More than a busine·ss.
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